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1 Executive Summary
In the second year, based on its updated dissemination plan, the Bloomen project
created a significant dissemination impact by further increasing awareness and by
promoting its novel services to expert audiences at many different industry events –
directly reaching a total of around 1800 people. In year 2, while continuing to provide
information about Bloomen’s work, it was the goal to address stakeholder related
events and communities, with a view to promote specific research, evolving use
cases and technology solutions. In addition, Bloomen developed further promotional
materials and actively planned dissemination activities for the third year.
A review of all activities in the second year, including digital communication metrics,
showed that Bloomen’s overall approach to dissemination and communication
continues to deliver the expected results and a measurable impact. As in the first
year, the market environment for Bloomen remains challenging. In light of volatile
conditions and a “post-hype” climate, some aspects of Bloomen’s dissemination and
communication strategy have been further adapted in order to ensure that messages
reach their intended audiences. Following the positioning of Bloomen as a
significant European Blockchain initiative, in year 3 the project will continue with a
focus on communication – putting more emphasis on exploitation and technology
solutions.
This document D6.4 has been produced at the end of Year 2 of the project (Month
24). It is the second in a series of three deliverables, which report on the status of
communication and dissemination activities. Due to the administrative merger with
D6.9 from the former Task 6.4, this deliverable also includes a report on community
involvement activities. The Initial Dissemination and Communication Plan (D6.2)
already described Bloomen’s dissemination plan, core activities and materials at
Month 3. The first report D6.3 summarised the strategy, described all dissemination
actions in year 1 and reviewed their impact at Month 12. For this reason, this
document is a concise update report that follows the same content structure, with a
brief description of dissemination actions, their impact and next steps planned for
Year 3.
Following an introduction, chapter 3 outlines the dissemination and community
strategy, including updates made during year 2 based on new insights. The next
chapter describes dissemination and community activities with visual illustrations
and provides the updated overview table for quick status reference. Chapter 5
outlines the impact achieved and describes the work planned for the third year.
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2 Introduction
This chapter provides general information about this document. It describes the
project and market context, deliverable purpose and scope, related work packages or
tasks, target audiences and the top-level structure.

2.1 The Bloomen Project
Bloomen (“Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience”) is an
innovation action project funded by European Commission under Grant Agreement
No. 762091. The consortium explores and researches how blockchain technology
can be used to manage and track a variety of content, such as music, pictures or
WebTV offerings. Based on three specific media use cases the project currently
develops demonstrators and applications based on blockchain technologies. As a
next step, the project will evaluate the new platforms that allow creators of content
to participate in the digital world in better, easier ways – ideally in combination with
high levels of trust, security and fairness.
The content, media and creative domains involve many different types of
stakeholders, including technologists and developers. Ranging from single artists, to
employed media creators and senior decisions-makers, a key group for Bloomen are
content creators, either as individuals or organisations. No matter whether large or
small, these creators currently face many challenges how digital content of any kind
can be efficiently used, attributed and used for publication as well as monetisation.
In this context, Bloomen aims to provide Blockchain solutions and inform about their
potential use and impact.

2.2 About this Deliverable
This document D6.4 has been produced at the end of Year 2 of the Bloomen project.
It is the second in a series of three deliverables, which report on the status of
communication and dissemination activities (T6.1). Due to the administrative merger
with D6.9 from the former Task 6.4, this deliverable also includes a report on
community involvement activities.
One further deliverable is scheduled in this series: D6.5 at the end of the project,
which reports on activities in year 3, overall communication impact, innovation and
community involvement in the final stages of the project.
All Bloomen dissemination activities and materials have been described in detail in
D6.2 (Initial Dissemination and Communication Plan) at Month 3, alongside a
comprehensive dissemination strategy that includes a practical plan for execution.
Due to the existence of D6.2, the first status report D6.3 and the community
involvement report D6.8, this third document D6.4 has been designed as a concise
reporting deliverable. It focuses on providing information on the work done in Year 2,
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the status of each activity, new insights, impact achieved and an outlook on plans for
the next phase (Year 3). Readers are advised to refer to D6.2, D6.3 and D6.8 for more
detailed information.
The main related task in Work Package 6 is T6.2 (Exploitation Activities and
Business Plans). The former Task T6.4 (Community Involvement and Sustainability)
has been administratively merged with Task 6.1 (Dissemination and Communication
Activities). There is a close relationship with WP5, which implements the three use
case pilots, involving test user communities.

2.3 Target Audience
The target audiences for this deliverable are the Bloomen project reviewers as well
as the project consortium. For the consortium the deliverable serves as an overview
and manual, e.g. for being reminded of the overall strategy, identifying the status of
specific activities, learning about the strategic timing or referencing updated task
responsibilities. The consortium will be using the status reports in conjunction with
D6.2 in regular task management meetings. Bloomen project partners have
contributed in terms of status updates for their dissemination or communication
work as well as respective deliverable input. For Bloomen’s project reviewers and
project officers the document serves as a guide, in order to evaluate ongoing work
related to Dissemination, Communication and Community.

2.4 Document Structure
Following the Executive Summary, the deliverable is structured as follows – in the
same way as the previous report D6.3 (and the following third part of this deliverable
series D6.5).
Section 2 (Introduction) provides a general description of this document relating to
the project background, deliverable purpose and scope, related work packages and
tasks, target audience and document structure.
Section 3 (Dissemination, Communication and Community Plan Update)
summarises the strategy described in D6.2, with update information following new
insights in year 2.
Section 4 (Status of Dissemination, Communication and Community Actions)
presents an overview of the work conducted in the second, with an overview table for
quick status reference.
Section 5 (Impact and Outlook) summarises the impact achieved in Year 2 and
outlines the objectives and activities planned for the third year.
Section 6 (Conclusion) provides a general conclusion for this document.
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3 Dissemination, Communication and Community Plan
This chapter outlines the initial dissemination and communication strategy
described in in D6.2 (Initial Dissemination and Communication Plan), key activities
conducted in the first year as listed in D6.3 (First Report on Communication and
Dissemination Activities) and further changes applied to the strategy.

3.1 Strategy Overview
3.1.1 The Dissemination Strategy
Bloomen’s dissemination and communication strategy presents a structured
approach on how to communicate the project’s goals and outcomes. It is
accompanied by a management tool, for tracking activities, partner responsibilities
and priorities over the project’s duration. Further, it defines key phases for Bloomen
messages and stakeholder groups. The goal is to maximise the awareness for the
project and its results to multiple stakeholder communities, creating visibility for the
project’s benefits and specific outcomes. During Year 1 the work focuses on
information related to the new European project and practical preparatory activities.
In year 2, awareness related communication objectives are a priority and begin to
involve selected stakeholder communities with an interest in Bloomen’s novel
services.

Figure 1: Dissemination Phases

According to the Dissemination and Communication Plan (D6.2): “Phase II will be
executed during the second year of the project (months 13-24). The dissemination
activities during this phase will aim at attracting potential users and early adopters
for the Bloomen platform. The main aspect of this dissemination phase will be to let
users evaluate new services created, to see initial concepts, demonstrators and to
discuss results and success stories from the project.
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3.1.2 Dissemination and Communication Materials/Channels
Another element of the dissemination strategy are promotional materials and
channels to be used to communicate the project. Bloomen primarily uses its website
in connection with the Bloomen Twitter channel. Printed materials are used to
support these efforts, specifically in event related activities. These elements are
based on a dedicated project identity, style guides and related PowerPoint
Templates, which were developed in year 1.
Via the website and Twitter, Bloomen reaches a so far scattered and relatively small
general audience that is interested in the use of Blockchain technologies for
potential innovation beyond cryptocurrencies. Printed publications are used for a
complete and coherent presentation. Brochures and leaflets are produced as initial
contact points or to be personally offered to participants in meetings and
conferences. In the scientific context, posters and presentations are produced to
describe individual strands of research at specialist conferences and meetings.
3.1.3 Dissemination Plan Execution and Year 1 Activities
The following promotional materials, channels and communication activities had
been delivered by the end of the first year. They are described in detail in the two
previous reports D6.2 and D6.3.















Project Identity: Logo, Colours, Fonts and Images
PowerPoint Presentation Template and Slide Pack
Setup of Bloomen Website and Content Development (Phase 1)
News Articels for Website and Expert Interviews
Setup of Social Network Channels (Twitter / LinkedIn)
Twitter Channel Content Postings and Follower Engagement
Establishment of a Metrics System
Market Research for stakeholder related developments/events
Printed Media: Business card, Flyer, Generic and Scientific Poster
Generic Bloomen Presentation
Dissemination/Collaboration Events
Internal Workshops and Technical Meetings
Television Coverage
Scientific Paper.

In Bloomen, each activity type is listed in a tracking table with assigned and agreed
responsibilities and priorities. Chapter 4.5 in this report discusses this table in more
detail.
From Year 2 onwards more detailed templates are used in order to identify and
record events and scientific papers from all partners. This allows the task leader DW
and all contributing partners to manage their activities and progress in a transparent
and timely way. An overview list provides immediate insight in the status of all
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activities. The tracking table is also used for the ongoing reporting of dissemination
and communication activities in deliverables D6.3, D6.4 and D6.5.

3.2 Learnings and Updates
The Initial Dissemination and Communication Plan had been produced in Month 3 in
the project. Since then many different types of communication activities have been
carried out, using the Bloomen materials, channels and also insights from market
research (Media and Blockchain). All consortium members participated and reported
specific learnings related to their stakeholder groups. Such insights during year 1
were reported in the last status report D6.3. They led to two adjustments in the
dissemination strategy: The initial “easy-to-grasp” approach for the website’s content
and printed material remained and dissemination activities also focused on the
explanation of Blockchain when promoting Bloomen as a project and its technology
solutions.
This chapter summarises market insights during year two and related dissemination
strategy updates for years 2 and 3.
3.2.1 Understanding Market Context and Audiences
During year 2, Bloomen’s market environment remained challenging. Based on new
insight, the market context for Bloomen’s communication efforts in year 2 can be
characterised as follows:


While the general hype around “Blockchain” in the context of crypto currencies
has cooled off, the more specific business hype around Blockchain technology as
a solution for multiple commercial or societal problems increased. Due to the
overcrowding in this topical space, it is difficult to cut across with messages to
general online and Twitter audiences.



An unwillingness amongst many general managers to “understand” Blockchain
technologies and eco-systems has continued, despite an increasing volume of
explanatory material now being freely available. To some extent, this leads to the
rejection of Blockchain related information, being perceived as too overwhelming,
difficult or futuristic. For this reason – and due to negative effects resulting from
volatile cryptocurrency markets – some Blockchain based businesses now avoid
mentioning “Blockchain” and rather emphasise the general benefits of their
technology solution. In this environment it remains a challenge to present
demos/concepts or to ask for feedback.



In comparison to other industry sectors such as finance or insurance, Blockchain
solutions for the media business are less relevant to the general public or general
management audiences. Due to Blockchain developments in the media sector
having been slower than expected, the wider level of interest from this sector is
limited. The interested audience in the media and creative sector still consists of
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specific future-facing managers from IT, Innovation or Digital Transformation
areas of the industry.


The speed of market development in the area of “Blockchain and Media” slowed
down to some degree, but as in year 1 it is important to track the evolution of
existing players and new initiatives in order to design the right materials and
messages.
3.2.2 Update of the Dissemination Plan

Strategy: The flexible strategic direction defined for year 2 is set to continue in year
3: partners will apply flexible communication activities in their user sector to match
changing country market conditions and business contexts. However, there will be a
stronger communication focus on the set of Bloomen technology solutions, rather
than one single platform product. While communication messages will continue to
use the term Blockchain where necessary, the technology will be described in varied
ways to avoid “bewilderment” among non-technical, management-oriented
audiences.
Events: It has been learned, that Bloomen’s active participation at focused
Blockchain or Media industry events plays a more important role than initially
anticipated. Therefore, this is now the most effective route to reach small, but
effective audiences with a high level of interest in Blockchain use cases and
solutions. Active participation includes giving a presentation, featuring in the
conference programme, networking at location and in some cases related pre- and
post-marketing materials.
Materials: In continuation of last year’s strategy, text used for dissemination
materials will remain easy-to-grasp and include explanatory aspects. It will now
focus more on solutions rather than underlying technologies.
Channels: In contrast to the recent focus on Twitter, the set of channels has been
widened: Efforts will be focused on 3 channels: Twitter, the Bloomen Website with its
News Posts and the new E-Mail Newsletter - as these are key instruments to reach
specialist audiences in a crowded and hyped market environment.
Execution: The continued need for regular market research into the changing
communication and stakeholder environment continues to reduce the resources for
dissemination activities. In year three this will be balanced by focusing the activities
on key impact instruments such as Industry Events, Twitter, The Website with News
Posts and the Email-Newsletter.
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4 Status: Communication, Dissemination and Community
This chapter presents the current status of all communication, dissemination and
community involvement activities conducted during year 2 of the project. The final
section in this chapter provides an overview table for quick reference.

4.1 Focus in Year 2
What are the main changes between Year One and Year Two? In the first year our
focus was to understand the technology, develop a plan for the use cases. Regarding
the communication, we aimed to establish Bloomen as one of the early EU research
projects on the topic of Blockchain technologies. In the first year, we also developed
a plan and strategy how to communicate results.
In second year, the communication shifted towards key audiences and stakeholders
at major industry events. Secondly, we took advantage of the reach of Twitter and
started a bi-weekly newsletter. Starting in the second half of year 2 the focus on the
project pilots and project goals were our main topics to discuss and communicate.
The core activities within the second year can be summarised as follows:
Dissemination Materials and Preparation




Production of Banner Screen
Development of updated Website Content – Phase 2
Update research on “Blockchain and Media” communication/market context

Communication Activities


Active attendance of 19 industry events/conferences
1. GECON 2018
2. IFFRO World Congress
3. IFRA and DCX Exhibition (2 activities)
4. Barcelona Music Summit
5. Conference on Network of the Future
6. Decentralized (2 activities)
7. Revision Summit
8. IABM Annual Summit
9. GBBC Blockchain Central
10. Atos Tech Forum
11. Digital Entertainment World
12. Open Music Members Meeting
13. Mobile World Congress
14. Music Modernisation Act Round Table
15. Blockchain Summit (2 activities)
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16. Nicosia Dezentralized Meetup
17. Global Media Forum
18. GEN Summit
19. Sónar+D
Industry Contacts
Scientific Papers
Twitter Channel
News Blog Articles
Mediablocks Email-Newsletter
Press Coverage
Internal Newsletters
Policy and Cluster Meetings
Connection with Industry Associations

Blockchain is a widely discussed, but complex technology. For this reason, we have
matched our overall goal for communication accordingly - not setting this at too high
a level or aiming at broad reach with regards to audience metrics. Rather, it is our
focus to reach out to other researchers, early adopters and industry experts, where
we can expect more specific feedback to the work conducted in Bloomen. Analysis
of the metrics shows that these efforts are developing to plan.

4.2 Industry Events
4.2.1 Overview: Bloomen Events and Conference
This chapter describes Bloomen’s active participation in industry events and
conferences, either as invited speaker or panel participant. In line with the updated
dissemination strategy, this form of communication has been chosen as a priority
for Bloomen in year 2. For this reason, event planning is a key part of the
communication and dissemination task. The Bloomen project researches and lists
potentially suitable events and conferences across Europe. Use Case partners
contribute useful events for their area of work and stakeholder group. Many of the
Bloomen events listed below are subject to a selection process. It is often necessary
to apply as a speaker or panellist many months before the conference is held. The
diagram below shows Bloomen’s event calendar with completed and planned events
up to M24. Bloomen Events cover the areas Technology, Blockchain, Media and
Policy.
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Figure 2: Bloomen Event Calendar at M24

Since the start of the project, Bloomen was represented at 32 industry events, which
were attended by approximately 22,000 participants. Among those, the project
reached approximately 1800 attendees directly with their presentations or panel
participations. The larger number of active event participations took place in year 2,
with 19 events in one year across diverse areas: Technology (3), Blockchain (5) and
Media (12).
Bloomen Events cover smaller conferences, e.g. taking place in the country/city of
one of the partners, and large international “community hub” gatherings such as the
Blockchain Summit, GEN Summit, Dezentralized, Digital Content Expo or Revision
Summit. The latter category of events often draws over 1000 attendes and 20-50
expert speakers.

Figure 3: Illustration of Selected Bloomen Events

4.2.2 GECON
Name: 15th Conference on the Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems and Services
Date/Location: 18. – 20. September 2018 in Pisa, Italy
Partner: ICCS
Website: http://2018.gecon-conference.org
The GECON 2018 conference solicits scientific contributions that are
interdisciplinary, combining business and economic aspects with engineering and
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computer science related themes. Papers cover, for example, extensions to existing
technologies, successful deployments of technologies, economic analyses, analyses
of technology adoptions or and theoretical models. The conference aims to gather
original work and build a strong multidisciplinary community. Key topics for
submissions included:




Blockchain Technologies and Economics
ML, Cognitive Systems and Data Science for System Management
IT Service Ecosystems enabled through Emerging Digital Technologies

ICCS/NTUA presented work related to Bloomen at GECON 2018. ICCS presented the
paper entitled “Deploying blockchains for a new paradigm of media experience” and
the multiple points of innovation when combining multimedia content with
blockchain technology to provide more transparency, trust, openness, and security.
This resulted in directly reaching audiences from Universities and Industry.
Proceedings of the conference are published. The paper is available in well-known
online scientific databases.
4.2.3 IFFRO World Congress
Name: IFRRO World Congress 2018
Date/Location: 23.10.2018 Athens, Greece
Bloomen Partner: ATC
Website: http://www.ifrro2018athens.com/
The event is the IFRRO World Congress (IWC) 2018. IFRRO’s mission is to develop
and support an efficient and effective network of collective management
organisations around the world, including RROs, to ensure the copyrights of authors,
visual artists and publishers are respected when their works are reproduced and
used.
The annual world congress is a very important event for the federation with an
audience of approximately 200 people, comprised of leaders of collective
management organisations from more than 50 countries, government
representatives and policy leaders, author and visual artist groups and other
publishing and information industry leaders.
ATC gave a 20-min presentation about the impact of Bloomen in the media and
creative industry focusing on Bloomen project and in particular about the news use
case. This was focused on an audience from the creative and copyright industry. The
presentation attracted attention for Bloomen’s work and how Blockchain can impact
on the creative industry. Feedback from people and the organisers was positive.
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Figure 4: ATC presenting at IFFRA World Congress

Figure 5: ATC participating in a panel at IFFRA World Congress

4.2.4 IFRA and DCX Exhibition
Name: IFRA and DCX Exhibition
Date/Location: 9.10.2018 to 11.10.2018 in Berlin, Germany
Bloomen Partner: ATC
Website: https://www.ifra-expo.com/
The event is the IFRA World Publishing Expo and parallel DCX Digital Content Expo.
IFRA is a very important meeting of the global publishing community, with focus on
successful print strategies and DCX focuses on digital trends as a stand-alone
platform.
ATC had a booth together with 4 projects in the H2020 corner at Expo Berlin: INVID,
INJECT, CPN and BLOOMEN.
In addition, ATC Gave a 15-min speech about Blockchain in Media Industry and
Bloomen project in an umbrella session called “Media projects from Horizon 2020
EU Research and Innovation framework”. Key targets were media Industry people
and potential partners.
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Figure 6: ATC participating in a booth at IFRA World Publishing Expo

Figure 7: ATC presenting at IFRA World Publishing Expo

4.2.5 Barcelona Music Summit
Name: Barcelona Music Summit 2018
Date/Location: 29. – 30. October 2018 in Barcelona, Spain
Bloomen Partner: BMAT
Website: http://summusbarcelona.org/home
SUMMUS is a two-day music conference, where music industry experts share
lessons learned, discuss current challenges and predict future industry landscapes.
Sessions also included technology topics and related future visions for the music
sector. A specific panel was dedicated to Blockchain.
In order to ensure the independence and the disclosure of the subjects being
discussed, this event was private to the general public, and no broadcast or press
releases were performed.
BMAT organised the conferences and set up all the panels, ensuring that all the
panellists (experts in the subjects covered) could speak without restrictions about
the topics covered in each of these round tables.
The hosts of the debates were also important actors in the music industry. One
panel focused on the Blockchain topic “Blockchain - Between Hype And Hope” with
Moderator Jeff Bacon (Consultant), Matteo Fedeli from SIAE and Frank Rodi from
APRA AMCOS. International CMOs representatives showed interest in Blockchain
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solutions conducted by BMAT (and possible partners). BMAT was the organiser and
host of the full event, but not the panels, in order to ensure the independence of the
speakers. Key attendees included Scott Cohen (The Orchard) and Roope Pajasmaa,
CEO of Mind Your Rights. The key objective was the engagement of stakeholders, to
create interest in the project and find possible pilot partners.
BMAT had the opportunity to network and exchange impressions with CMOs from
Italy, Finland and Australia which are leaders in the integration of new technological
solutions into their workflows. We shared our interest in the domain and explained
the Bloomen project to them. These contacts are useful for the development of the
Music Use Case from BMAT.
The conference addressed the implementation of Blockchain in the problem-solving
cycle of every industry. Before applying Blockchain to the area of music, we have to
be sure it adds value to the development and is not just a trendy application.
Differently from past years overoptimistic views, where Blockchain was considered
the panacea of all pains of the Music Industry, current discourses are more down-toearth and there are deeper discussions on where Blockchain can bring real solutions
and when it is just adding an extra layer of complexity.
In the specific use case copyright management, there seemed to be consensus on
two main questions: First, that Blockchain is not going to solve per se the base of the
problem, which is poor and conflicting copyright data associated to the
compositions or sound recordings. Agents seem to agree that this is something that
needs to be addressed in a first step. Second, that Blockchain is not going to add
value in all cases. For example, when there's a relation of trust already established
with partnering CMOs or other stakeholders involved in the process. There was the
testimony of a music company based in Finland that dropped Blockchain from the
stack because it was unnecessary, as the requirements where well covered with a
traditional approach using a central database.

Figure 8: Barcelona Music Summit – Panels and Audience
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4.2.6 Conference on Network of the Future
Name: 9th International Conference on Network of the Future
Date/Location: 19. – 21. November 2018 in Poznan, Poland
Partner: ICCS
Website: https://2018.network-of-the-future.org/
The 9th International Conference on Networks of the Future (NoF 2018) addresses
the challenges and latest issues raised in the design of future networks, including
Blockchain. Networks are currently witnessing a significant transformation that is
resulting in new ways to address the deployment of applications and services in a
digital society.
ICCS/NTUA presented work related to Bloomen at NoF 2018. More specifically, ICCS
presented a paper entitled “Implementation of smart contracts for blockchain based
IoT applications” and the multiple points of innovation when combining Internet of
Things with blockchain technology. Additionally, ICCS presented a demo of an
application in the convergence of IoT and blockchain, highlighting the functionalities
of the developed smart contracts. This activity directly reached audience from
Universities and Industry with a presentation/demo. The proceedings of the
conference are published. The paper available in well-known online scientific
databases.
4.2.7 Decentralized
Name: Decentralized 2018
Date/Location: 14. – 16. November 2018 in Athens, Greece
Partners: ICCS and WORLDLINE
Website: https://www.decentralized.com/agenda-2018/
The annual Decentralized conference in Athens is organised by the University of
Nicosia, a leading university for blockchain education and research. The conference
established itself as one of Europe’s main events on blockchain and digital
currencies. Decentralized brings together international business executives and
academic experts to debate current trends and future developments across different
topical conference tracks (Business, Technology and Academia).
Three members from ICCS/NTUA provided an overview of research findings –
specifically “Anonymized personalization for distributed applications over
blockchain”. Partner Worldline gave a separate presentation focused on their work in
the Bloomen project.
This event was attended by Eva Kaili, member of the European Parliament Anna
Diamadopoulou, former Minister of Education in Greece and former European
Commissioner. A video of the presentation from ICCS is available in Decentralized’s
official YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcTmSSIs_rRyUOlQKJZ4lpg
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Figure 9: ICCS Presentation at Decentralized 2018

Figure 10: Wordline Presentation at Decentralized 2018

4.2.8 Revision Summit
Name: Revision Summit 2018
Date/Location: 20 November 2018: Berlin, Germany
Bloomen Partner: DW
Website: https://revision.io
The Revision Summit 2018 by the Revision Network connected different types of
communities to drive the discussion around new narratives in technology, ethics and
responsible leadership. The two-day event was organised in multiple formats,
including roundtable discussions, meetups, forums and dinner events. It was
attended by a mix of policy makers, entrepreneurs, developers, artists, scientists and
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thought leaders from various disciplines. The Revision Summit had four topical
tracks: Democratic Values, Data Privacy, Social Security and Economic Growth.
While Day 1 focused on over 17 co-creator events across the city of Berlin, the
second day was a major multi-track conference event with over 1200 participants,
100 speakers and panellists as well as over 30 workshops, roundtables and art
installations.
One of the special events organised at the Revision Summit was a dedicated
workshop for around 20 invited Journalists, which was co-created by Birgit Gray
from Deutsche Welle on behalf of the Bloomen Project together with the co-founder
of the Blockchain technology provider Centrifuge. While Centrifuge covered the
introduction to Blockchain technology, DW provided an overview of the Bloomen
Project and Blockchain in Media, followed by a discussion among participants.
This event included additional promotional activities. Bloomen was featured with its
logo on the website. DW published an article prior to the event on its DW Innovation
Blog.

Figure 11: Revision Summit

4.2.9 IABM Annual Summit
Name: IABM Annual Summit
Date/Location: 6 December 2018: Birmingham, UK
Bloomen Partner: DW
Website: https://www.iabmannualconference.com
This year’s annual conference of the International Association of Broadcast
Manufacturers (IABM) focused on the challenging market for broadcast and media
businesses and their technology and service providers. This included new, disruptive
technologies such as Blockchain that are changing the way content is created,
managed, delivered, consumed and monetised. The event focused on four themes:
1. Self Building Supply Chain Solutions, 2. Transformational Technology, 3. New
Business Models and 4. New Media.
Bloomen participated in a panel titled “Future Technology: Sorting Reality from Hype”.
This focused on analysing the hype around AI and Blockchain, with real-world
innovation and use cases such as Bloomen. An initial presentation from DW gave an
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overview of the Bloomen project, the platform and its use cases. This was followed
by questions and answers from the audience.
The main goal of Bloomen’s participation was to connect to this major industry
group and to create general awareness for the Bloomen Project, its technology and
use cases. During the conference DW was able to explain the Bloomen project to
several participants.
The target audience were Broadcast and Media Manfuacturing Executives, especially
those with an interest in emerging technologies such as Blockchain. This event
included additional promotional activities. Bloomen was featured with its logo on the
website and the project’s name “Bloomen” in the conference programme. DW
published an article prior to the event on its DW Innovation Blog.

Figure 12: Bloomen Features on Conference Website

4.2.10 GBBC Blockchain Central
Name: GBBC Blockchain Central Davos
Date/Location: 21. – 25. January 2019 in Los Angeles, USA
Bloomen Partner: KENDRAIO
Website: https://gbbcouncil.org/event/blockchain-central-davos
Organised by the Global Blockchain Business Council (GBBC), the “Blockchain
Central” event was co-located alongside the Davos World Economic Forum 2019.
The conference featured presentations as well as networking facilities between
policy makers and business representatives. This international event takes place at
different times every year. It covers all things Blockchain and draws around 300
participants depending on the venue and colocation. The audience includes
professionals from every industry sector. It is a key event for Blockchain, attended by
senior media executives, music artists and Blockchain developers. Key attendees at
this event included David Burt (Premier of Bermuda) and Denis Pitcher (Fintech
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Advisor to the Fintech Business Unit & the Premier of Bermuda - The Government of
Bermuda).
KENDRAIO participated in a panel with a number of other music and Blockchain
related experts listed below. A video of the KENDRAIO activity is available here:
https://youtu.be/hToNQbyO3L0
Panelists included:
 Daniel Harris, Founder & CEO, Kendraio
 Pablo Martins, CEO, STHORM
 Heidi Pease, Co-Founder & CEO, LA Blockchain Lab; CEO, Proof of Art
 Stefan Schulz, Co-Founder & CEO, Bitfury Surround
 Matt Sorum, CCO, Artbit; Partner, STHORM; Former Drummer, Guns N' Roses
 Aaron Stanley, Live Journalism Editor, CoinDesk
 Moderator: Mercina Tillemann, COO, Global Blockchain Business Council
In addition to attending the panel, KENDRAIO made good connections with several
industry players at this event.

Figure 13: The Panel with KENDARIO at Blockchain Central

4.2.11 Worldline Tech Forum
Name: Worldline Tech Forum
Date/Location: 29. January in Madrid, Spain
Bloomen Partner: WORLDLINE
YouTube Worldline channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ckjfmD9Ru-o
The Worldline Tech Forum is a major, annual internal event hosted by Worldline.
Bloomen Partner Worldline presented its technology work and the Bloomen project
at this annual technology conference with a presentation and a demo.
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4.2.12 Digital Entertainment World
Name: Digital Entertainment World
Date/Location: 4. – 5. February 2019 in Los Angeles, USA
Partner: KENDRAIO
Website: https://www.dewexpo.com
The Digital Entertainment World is a two-day conference, which covers creative and
media related topics. These relate to creators, brands and platforms that are
growing audiences and engaging fans. The event also showcases innovative
partnerships between technology and content companies that lead to new
entertainment experiences.
It was the focus of this activity to network with this US-focused community and to
introduce the Bloomen project and approach in the US market. KENDRAIO made
specific contacts with major music startups and met a range of other music/media
related professionals.
4.2.13 Open Music Members Meeting
Name: Open Music Members Meeting
Date/Location: 6. February 2019 in Los Angeles, USA
Bloomen Partner: KENDRAIO
Website:
http://open-music.org/events/2019/2/6/members-meeting-los-angeles2019
The Open Music Members Meeting is a conference-format for members of the Open
Music Initiative (OMI) and related guests with presentation sessions and discussion
groups. The OMI is a non-profit initiative of academic institutions, music and media
industry organizations, creators, technologists, entrepreneurs and policy experts who
are engaged in the field of music. The Initiative aims to create an open-source
protocol for the uniform identification of music rights holders and creators. This
international event takes place a couple of times a year. It covers music, metadata
and open protocols and draws around 100 participants. The audience includes
professionals from the music industry sector.
KENDRAIO participated in the event, networked and joined in with the general
discussion. Contact was made with a couple of Blockchain and Music Technology
Startups. Much of the discussion was about different forms of identity, standards in
formats (mainly around DDEX music metadata standards.
Photos of the event can be found here on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pg/openmusicinitiative/photos/?tab=album&album_id=
964473230413103
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4.2.14 MWC Barcelona
Name: MWC Barcelona
Date/Location: 25. – 28. Februar in Barcelona, Spain
Bloomen Partner: WORLDLINE
Website: https://www.mwcbarcelona.com
MWC Barcelona, formerly known as the “Mobile World Congress”, is the largest
mobile related event in the world, exhibiting the latest innovations and technology
from more than 2,400 companies. The 2019 event theme was “Intelligent
Connectivity”, which describes the combination of 5G, IoT, AI and Big Data.
Worldline represented the Bloomen Project and the Mobile Wallet Application with a
demo and explanations given at the Atos and Worldline booth.
4.2.15 The Music Modernisation Act
Name: The Music Modernisation Act Featuring Dina La Polt and Michelle Lewis
Date/Location: 21. February 2019 in Los Angeles, USA
Bloomen Partner: KENDRAIO
Website: https://www.csusa.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1200489
This one-day “round table” event covered the new Music Modernization Act (MMA)
introduced in the USA in October 2018, including a detailed review by two key
influential industry stakeholders involved in the definition of the law (Dina La Polt
and Michelle Lewis).
The key objective of this event was networking in the music industry.
4.2.16 Blockchain Summit
Name: Blockchain Summit Frankfurt
Date/Location: 26 March 2019: Frankfurt, Germany
Bloomen Partner: DW
Website: https://blockchainsummitfrankfurt.com/
Blockchain Summit Frankfurt is a major European blockchain and distributed ledger
event that focuses on business topics and audiences. The one-day commercial
event entails a multi-track conference with over 25 speakers. There is an additional
exhibition where blockchain companies exhibit products and services. It draws
around 500 attendees from diverse industry sectors. The Blockchain summit is
sponsored by major industry players and start-up partners. The conferences with
presentations and panels addresses four topical areas (Enterprise, Government,
Developer and Investor), highlighting challenges and opportunities. The event is part
of a series, with sister-events in London, Honk Kong, Dubai and Singapore.
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The Bloomen project was represented in the “Enterprise” topic area by DW with a
presentation “Exploring Blockchain in Media: The Bloomen Project” and an additional
presence of DW on a Panel titled “Redefining Trust in the Digital Age: Building
Customer Relationships with Blockchain”. In addition, DW conducted many
networking activities during the day with attendees and exhibitors interested in
Bloomen and the use of Blockchain in the media and creative industries.
The main goal of Bloomen’s participation was to create general awareness for the
Bloomen Project, its technology and use cases. The presentation gave an overview
of these topics, with additional information on the demonstrator for the DW photo
application. The panel contribution focused on future business relationships that DW
might be able to forge with photographers as a result of using blockchain technology
developed in the Bloomen project.
During the conference DW was able to explain the Bloomen project to several
participants and answer questions following the presentation. The target audience
was the general European Blockchain business and technology community and
specifically those attendees interested in the media or creative industry.
This event included additional promotional activities. Bloomen was featured with its
logo on the website and the project’s name “Bloomen” in the conference programme
(presentation title). A pre-marketing newsletter from the organisers featured the
Bloomen speaker and the project. DW published an article prior to the event on its
DW Innovation Blog. After the presentation a post was published on the Bloomen
website.

Figure 14: Bloomen presentation and Panel featured on Event Website

4.2.17 Bloomen Community Involvement Pitstop #1
Name: Bloomen Project Pitstop #1 – Round Table Event
Date/Location: 2 May 2019: Nicosia, Cyprus
Bloomen Partner: ANT1
This major Bloomen-hosted Community Involvement Event has been described in
detail in D6.11. In this section we provide a short summary for reference purposes.
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On the 2nd of May 2019, 16 distinguished professionals gathered at the Blockchain
Round Table event at the University of Nicosia, Cyprus, organized by Bloomen and
facilitated by ANTENNA. It is the first part of a series of community events that are
described in the work plan, as a deliverable through WP6. The scope of the event
was adapted to be more in line with the current state of affairs in the media and
blockchain sectors.
This was a three-hour event which was split in two parts. The first one incorporated
presentations by the Bloomen consortium, regarding the use cases on copyrights
management in Music, Photo and WebTV, the technical implementations as well as
the more business oriented aspects and the Alastria blockchain environment that the
consortium solutions are built on. The second part was a 90-minute discussion,
based on an indicative timeline designed by Michalis Odysseos, digital development
manager of ANTENNA, who was also the coordinator of these sessions.
The discussions covered many different aspects of the blockchain industry, ranging
from copyrights management to government strategy, finance related matters and
also further research and opportunities.
The event, which was captured by the production department of ANTENNA for TV
and digital coverage and dissemination, had an international flair as there were not
just participants that are generally based in Cyprus, but also from Barcelona as well
as Hong Kong. It is estimated that more than 100,000 people had the chance to see
the TV and Digital broadcasts relevant to the event.
It is expected that the insights shared at the event but also the awareness that was
created around it, will prove to be crucial to the progress of the Bloomen project.

Figure 15: Round Table Event – Bloomen Community Involvement Pitstop #1
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4.2.18 Nicosia Decentralized Chapter Meetup
Name: Nicosia Decentralized Chapter Meetup
Date/Location: 22 May 2019: Nicosia, Cyprus
Bloomen Partner: ANT1
Partner ANT presented the WebTV use case at this Meetup with a presentation. The
event included several other presentations about the future of Blockchain, e.g. “From
10 years of Crypto/Blockchain: What to expect in the next decade” by Dr. George
Giaglis (Professor of Athens University of Economics and Business & UNIC/Director
of the Institute for the Future).
4.2.19 Global Media Forum
Name: Global Media Forum (GMF)
Date/Location: 27-28 May 2019: Bonn, Germany
Bloomen Partner: DW
Website: https://dw-global-media-forum.com
The annual Global Media Forum is a major international event, focusing on global
media development with over 2000 attendees from worldwide locations, covering
sectors such as journalism, digital media, politics, culture, business, development,
academia and civil society. Participants include many decision-makers and
influencers. This year’s topic was “Shifting Powers”.
Partner DW presented the Bloomen Project and Photo Use Case at an exhibition
stand to interested parties and on the second day participated in a session “Change
through the Chain: How Blockchain and other marking systems can make the world
more truthful”. The latter also covered the DW use case.

Figure 16: Bloomen presence at GMF Stall – DW explains Bloomen Photo
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4.2.20 GEN Summit
Name: Global Editors Network Summit
Date/Location: 13 June 2019: Athens, Greece
Bloomen Partner: DW
Website: https://www.gensummit.org
The Global Editors Network (GEN) hosts its flagship event, the GEN Summit, every
year – this year it took place in Athens. It provides an international forum for editorsin-chief and professionals in journalism, media and technology to come together.
The event has a total audience of 800+ attendees. The topic for 2019 was “VVV
Challenge: Voice, Visual Journalism and Verification.
DW participated in a panel titled “Blockchain before Crypto: how technology will help
journalists to be more efficient and more collaborative” - together with the CEO of
the Civil Media Foundation, a leading Blockchain based news media platform based
in the USA.

Figure 17: Tweet about Bloomen panel at GEN Summit

4.2.21 Sónar+D
Name: Sónar +D
Date/Location: 17-19 July 2019: Barcelona, Spain
Bloomen Partner: BMAT
Website: https://sonarplusd.com
and
https://sonarplusd.com/en/programs/barcelona-2019/areas/audio-techhub/bmat
Sónar+D is an international congress that explores how creativity is changing our
present and imagining new futures, in collaboration with researchers, innovators and
business leaders. Since 2013, this anti-disciplinary meeting gathers in Barcelona
leading artists, creative technologists, musicians, filmmakers, designers, thinkers,
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scientists, entrepreneurs, makers and hackers to participate in a carefully
commissioned program with the aim at inspiration and networking.
With 20.000+ attendees, 5.000+ creative industry professionals and 2.000+
companies from 60 countries, the audience was mainly from the music industry, but
also from other creative sectors like audiovisuals, with roles equally distributed
across creation, technology and business.
Bloomen was presented by BMAT in a booth 3 days from 10am to 7pm at the Audio
Tech section of Sónar+D’s SónarHub, sharing space with about 25 other
organisations like Kickstarter, Pioneer, the Royal College of Art or the Barcelona
Supercomputing Center. The main target group for BMAT was Music industry actors,
ranging from creators/artists to executives from Collective Management
Organisations or record labels and music publishers. Also, similar roles from other
sectors of the creative industry.
Sónar+D counts with the presence of top executives of the creative industries. The
booth was attended, amongst others, by manager such as:





Chief Innovation Officer, Recorded Music for Warner Music
Deputy Head of Royalties Distribution from GEMA (the German authors’
collective management organisation)
Digital Music Journalist | Editor-in-Chief "All Digital Music" Music Tech
Business media
Ex Artistic Director of Blanco y Negro music (one of the most important dance
music record labels in Spain)

The booth was set up with a poster, a screen with a short video running all the time
describing the project and getting attention from visitors, a computer for people to
play with the Bloomen Music desktop app prototype and a short survey to answer.
There were also postcards and business cards about Bloomen, that were distributed
to the interested visitors.
A part from letting the audience know about Bloomen and its approach to the music
use case, we invited the visitors to answer a short survey in order to collect some
insights about them: their profile, and their knowledge of blockchain and how they
think this technology could solve some of their problems in their field.
“Blockchain” is a very attractive word, so many people approached us to ask how we
are applying this technology to the music industry. We shared with the visitors the
work done at Bloomen and let them interact with the first prototype. Some of them
answered a short survey that allows us to better understand how blockchain is
perceived and what are the most important potential problems it can help solve. We
often established a dialog that also allowed us to learn from the many professionals
that attend the congress, some of them top executives of the industry.
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We are happy to see that our approach to the topic seems to fulfill the needs of the
music industry and has excellent acceptance. We got the interest from one of the
most important European CMOs to test our prototypes for further stages of the pilot
phase. Other specific results included:







Obtaining 22 answers for the Bloomen survey
Validating our approach to the problem with industry experts (blockchain as a
piece of technology to solve one of the pain points of the music value chain,
instead of creating a totally disruptive model difficult to bring to market)
Collecting/distributing tens of business cards, good networking achieved
Receiving the interest of one of the major collective management
organisations to run a pilot
Conducting project dissemination thanks to the social media activity around
Sónar+D
Discussing blockchain based solutions with innovation managers that apply
blockchain to other fields (gas, logistics, wine production, etc.).

Figure 18: Bloomen booth at Sónar+D’s SónarHub
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4.3 Materials Produced
4.3.1 Overview: Bloomen Dissemination Materials
The website (Phase 1) and most promotional dissemination materials were
produced in year 1, ready for usage in the second year and beyond. These included
the Project Flyer, PowerPoint Template, Business Card, Poser, Scientific Poster and
Generic Presentation. They have been widely used at many events, for networking as
well as internally. One further item was produced in year 2: the Bloomen Quick
Screen. The update of the website content (Phase 2) has been completed. The
extensive new content provides more detailed and concrete descriptions of actually
developed Bloomen technologies and use case apps. Plans for the third year include
a more detailed use case brochure and an updated project flyer.

Figure 19: Bloomen Set of Dissemination Materials

4.3.2 The Bloomen Quick Screen
The Quick Screen was produced for use at demos, workshops, internal partner
events and especially the T6.4 pitstop and hackathon events. The image below
shows the Quick Screen and its typical use, e.g. as as a background for video
interviews at Bloomen’s first Pitstop event.
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Figure 20: Bloomen Banner Screen

4.3.3 Bloomen Website Content Update and Extension (Phase 2)
During year 2 task leader DW collected information and descriptions from partners
regarding their emerging use cases and technology solutions. Based on their view of
concepts, products and services DW developed entirely new descriptive content for
the website, which will also be used in other promotional materials during year 3. The
goal has been to offer more detailed and concrete descriptions of specific Bloomen
technology solutions and areas of work. This is in line with the original dissemination
and communication plan (D6.2). This new text material has been integrated into the
website, following final agreements within the consortium at the end of year 2. Key
updates refer to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bloomen concept and vision
Use case descriptions
Bloomen Dapp demonstrators
Bloomen Blockchain solutions
Key innovations.
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Figure 21: Bloomen Website – Updated Homepage and Vision Description

Figure 22: Bloomen Website – New Descriptions for Bloomen Technology Components

4.4 Other Communications Achieved
4.4.1 Industry Contacts
Via expert interviews, conference networking and results from dissemination
activities, Bloomen has been in touch with or was contacted by a number of industry
contacts. For business confidentiality and data protection reasons they are not
named here. Below are selected examples for such industry organisations.
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Society of Authors and Publishers
Blockchain Art Initiative
Blockchain technology startup
Blockchain-based licensing startup
Several Blockchain solutions consultancies
Provider of Smart Contract Solutions

The excerpt below shows an example for a creative industry association that has
contacted Bloomen with an expressed interest in the project and its technologies.
“I am contacting you because I read an article about your project to use blockchain
technology in copyrights management, especially in music. (...). I have been interested
in introducing blockchain opportunities to our company since 2016. Nowadays I am
working on some proposals to achieve our goals for 2021, so I would like to include
this technology in our strategic plan.”
4.4.2 Scientific Papers
In the second year, Bloomen partner ICCS presented two papers at the respective
scientific conferences at GECON 2018 in Pisa (September 2018) and at Network of
the Future in Poznan (November 2018). A detailed description of these papers is
provided below. One of these papers was produced and submitted in year 1, but then
presented at the Pisa conference in year 2. The second paper was produced,
submitted and presented in year 2.
1. Deploying blockchains for a new paradigm of media experiences
Title

Deploying blockchains for a new paradigm of media experiences

Authors

Georgios Palaiokrassas, Antonios Litke, Georgios Fragkos, Vasileios Papaefthymiou and
TheodoraVarvarigou

Partners

ICCS

Related conference

GECON 2018
15th International Conference on the Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems and Services

Contribution type

Scientific paper

Review format

Paper review

Status

Submitted on 4 Jun 2018, accepted on 02/07/2018, presented on 18-20/9/2018

Publication medium

Springer

Citation reference

Palaiokrassas G., Litke A., Fragkos G., Papaefthymiou V., Varvarigou T. (2019) Deploying
Blockchains for a New Paradigm of Media Experience. In: Coppola M., Carlini E., D’Agostino
D., Altmann J., Bañares J. (eds) Economics of Grids, Clouds, Systems, and Services.
GECON 2018. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 11113. Springer, Cham

Web reference

http://bloomen.io/blockchain-links/
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https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-13342-9_20
Abstract

In this paper, we demonstrate the multiple points of innovation when combining
multimedia content with blockchain technology. As of today, content creators (authors,
photographers, radio and video reporters, data visualizers etc.) are publishing and sharing
content (articles, photos, audio, video and combinations) on media/social networks but
without the effective control over who is going to reuse this content. To this direction, we
introduce a blockchain based service which successfully blends different technologies to
provide more transparency on how the content is further tracked, promote openness, trust
and security between participants, allow direct monetization for the content creator and
expose the benefits of using blockchain technology as: a database of multimedia content,
a novel payment method while using a dedicated created cryptocurrency, an insurance of
proof of ownership through the exploitation of smart contracts running on Ethereum
blockchain platform and a means to implement new solutions to value content based on
quality. Additionally, by integrating Hyperledger Projects (Fabric, Composer, Explorer), we
examine how their functionalities such as private and permissioned blockchain improve our
system. Highlighting the importance of applications exploiting blockchain technology to
efficiently support, store and retrieve data we utilized, integrated with blockchain and
compared different solutions among which InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) and
traditional databases such as MongoDB with GridFS tool.

Relevance for Bloomen

This paper is about combining multimedia content with blockchain technology. We
introduced a blockchain based service which successfully blends different technologies to
provide more trans-parency on how the content is further tracked, promote openness, trust
and security between participants. It also allows direct monetization for the content creator
and expose the benefits of using blockchain technology as: a database of multimedia
content, a novel payment method while using a dedicated created cryptocurrency, an
insurance of proof of ownership through the exploitation of smart contracts running on
Ethereum blockchain platform and a means to implement new solutions to value content
based on quality. The content of the paper, the smart contracts presented and the
technological solutions are fully relevant to Bloomen project and its use cases.

Relevant Bloomen tasks

WP3 (T3.1)

2. Implementation of smart contracts for blockchain based IoT applications
Title

Implementation of smart contracts for blockchain based IoT applications

Authors

Papadodimas, Georgios, Georgios Palaiokrasas, Antonios Litke, and Theodora Varvarigou

Partners

ICCS

Related Conference

9th International Conference on Network of the Future
November 19-21, 2018, Poznań, Poland

Contribution type

Paper

Review format

Peer Review

Status

Submitted on 10/7/2018 , accepted on 24/9/2018, presented on 19-21/11/2018

Publication Medium

IEEE

Citation reference

Papadodimas, Georgios, Georgios Palaiokrasas, Antonios Litke, and Theodora Varvarigou.
"Implementation of smart contracts for blockchain based IoT applications." In 2018 9th
International Conference on the Network of the Future (NOF), pp. 60-67. IEEE, 2018.

Web reference

http://bloomen.io/blockchain-links/
https://2018.network-of-the-future.org/

Abstract

An increasing number of people, organizations and corporations are expressing their
interest in the decentralization technology of the blockchain. The creation of the blockchain
marks the time when we start building distributed peer-to-peer networks consisting of nontrusting members that interact with each other without a trusted intermediary but in a
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verifiable manner. In this paper, we propose a decentralized application (DApp) based on
blockchain technology for sharing Internet of Things (IoT) sensors’ data, and demonstrate
various challenges addressed during the development process. This application combines
blockchain technology with IoT and operates through smart contracts that are executed on
the Ethereum blockchain. More specifically the application is a platform for sharing (buying
and selling) measurements of IoT weather sensors and operates on the Ethereum
blockchain, acting as a marketplace for IoT sensor data. This application applies the
Sensing-as-a-Service (S2aaS) business model combined with blockchain
Relevance for Bloomen

The content of the paper, the smart contracts presented and the technological solutions
are fully relevant to Bloomen project and its use cases.

Relevant Bloomen tasks

WP3, WP4

4.4.3 Twitter Channel
In year 2, Bloomen continued to regularly post Tweets about its own events, general
project activities, Blockchain news or other EU projects. This includes retweets and
in some cases conversations, with a view to engage with members of Bloomen’s
Twitter community or other related Twitter users.

Figure 23: Twitter Channel – May 2019

4.4.4 LinkedIn
In favour of the priority network Twitter, the content on LinkedIn has been limited to
initial descriptions in the first and second year, which has attracted some initial
contacts. In year 3, this activity will be extended based on the now existing
demonstrators and user tests.
4.4.5 News Blog
Since year 1, the project’s Blog articles, which are posted on the Bloomen Website,
have grown steadily to now 35. They cover the Blockchain/Media topic, copyright,
Blockchain technologies, Bloomen’s event participation as well as interviews with
Blockchain related stakeholders.
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Figure 24: Bloomen Blog Posts (Selection)

4.4.6 MediaBlocks Email-Newsletter
This is a new instrument started in year 2, which aims to reach a dedicated audience.
The bi-monthly publication covers both Bloomen project news and general
Blockchain/Media developments. This newsletter is developed and published by
partner DW since February 2019, with 15 issues published by August 2019.
The newsletter subscribers have continuously grown with every issue. By early June
the publication has reached 50 users. So far it achieves approximately “unique
opens” of 40-45%, which is a positive value.

Figure 25: Bloomen’s Bi-monthly Newsletter “Mediablocks” – Issue #8

4.4.7 Press Coverage
After being featured on a main TV channel in year 1, in the second year Bloomen
project received press coverage by a major Spanish newspaper, El Mundo. This was
re-published as a Bloomen Blog Post and also on Twitter.
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Figure 26: Bloomen Press Coverage by El Mundo

4.4.8 Internal Newsletters/Blogs
As applicable, some Bloomen partners publish Bloomen related activities in internal
communication outlets. For example, DW reports about Bloomen related events in its
DW Innovation Blog and BMAT’s communication department featured Bloomen
related activities in their internal newsletter titled.

Figure 27: DW Blog Posts on Bloomen Events

Figure 28: BMAT Newsletter featuring Bloomen Article
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4.4.9 Policy Related Meeting
In March 2019, Bloomen Partner ANT organised a meeting with the Tax
Commissioner of Cyprus and other members of the finance ministry. The main
purpose was to create awareness of the Bloomen project, its concept and to discuss
specific issues.
There was a general discussion and overview about the Bloomen project’s mission,
vision and aim. This was followed by a visual representation of the project: how the
mobile wallet works and the concept of watching TV through Internet. The group
then talked about token-based payment and how the predefined tax (VAT) will be
paid directly to the wallet of the tax authority. It was emphasised that fair distribution
of copyrighted content is important and how the project aims to address the misuse
of copyrights. Other potential benefits for the customer were discussed, i.e. no
personal information provision and no need to use a credit bank account.
4.4.10 Collaboration Cluster Meeting
The SOMA Media Convergence & Social Media Concertation Meeting was attended
by three Bloomen partners on 6 February 2019 (Worldline, ICCS and DW). This event
gathered EU-funded project teams in order to discuss project related information and
to learn from each other. Further information about this event can be found here:
https://www.mediaroad.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/Report-ConcertationMeeting-6-February-2019_FINAL.pdf

Figure 29: Bloomen’s participation in H2020 Concertation Meeting

4.4.11 Connection with Industry Associations
Through its event participation programme the Bloomen project was able to connect
with eight important Media and Blockchain industry associations. This has led to
awareness about Bloomen among these groups and their members.



The European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
The Media and Entertainment Alliance Europe
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The International Association of Broadcast and Media Manufacturers
The World Association of Newspapers
Alastria Blockchain Ecosystem
Open Music Initiative
Revision Network
EU Blockchain Observatory.

4.5 Activities Progress Table
D6.2 introduced this table of planned dissemination and communication activities,
which has been designed to serve as a checklist for work done during the project,
with reference to priority and responsibility. Colour coding provides a quick overview
of the status.
Not Due
Not Started (and should have been)
Ongoing
Completed (Multiple deliveries, each on-Track, but not ended)
Completed (Final – action ended)
The table below shows the updated list at the end of Year 2 with respective changes
in the description of status (e.g. from “Not Started” to “Ongoing” or “Complete”).
Activity/Task
Project Identity
PowerPoint Template and Slide Pack
Website (initial launch)
Website Content Plan and Version 1
Bloomen Website Content and Version 2
Establishment Metrics System
Website - Growth & Monitoring
Social Networks – Twitter Setup (Active)
Social Networks – SlideShare Registration
Social Networks – YouTube Registration
Social Networks – LinkedIn Setup (Active)
Social Networks - Google+ Registration
Social Networks – Facebook Registration
Printed Media – Flyer Design/Printing
Printed Media - Business Card Design/Printing
Printed Media - Generic Brochure
Printed Media - Use Cases Brochure
Printed Media - Generic Poster
Printed Media - Scientific Poster
Printed Media - Banner
Publications - Press Release

Status
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Ongoing
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Complete
Ongoing
Ongoing
Complete
Complete
Complete
Not due
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Priority
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
4
4
2
3

Main Responsible
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW/All
DW/All
DW/All
DW/All
DW
DW/All
DW
DW

2
2
2
2
2
2

DW/WLI/KEN
UC-Partners
DW/ALL
DW/ICCS
DW
All
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Publications - White Paper
Publications - Scientific Papers
Publications - Newsletter
Publications - Other
Conferences Survey
Conferences Attendance
Conference Presentations
Generic Bloomen presentation
Exhibitions Stall or similar (Pitstop 1)
Scientific Workshops
Industry Workshops
Collaboration - Cluster Events
Collaboration
Standardisation

Not due
2 Completed
Completed
Ongoing
Completed
Ongoing
Completed
Complete
Complete
Not due
Ongoing
Complete
Ongoing
Ongoing

2
2
2
4
3
2
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

NTUA
NTUA
DW/KEN
All
DW
All
All
DW
ANT
NTUA
WLI
NTUA
NTUA
NTUA

Figure 30: Bloomen Activity Tracking Progress Table – Update Year 2
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5 Impact and Outlook
The first section of this chapter summarises the impact achieved during year 2 by
providing reach metrics for Bloomen’s Events, Twitter Channel and Website. This
includes an impact summary, which shows total audiences reached during this
period (year 2). The second section outlines objectives for the next phase and
describes specific planned activities for year 3.

5.1 Impact Achieved in Year 2 – Update for Year 3
The set of metrics presented in the chapter below show that the Bloomen project
continued to make significant impact with its communication, dissemination and
community involvement activities described in this document – in particular through
its priority communication channel “events”. This includes raising awareness of the
existence of the Bloomen project, providing information about research and
innovation concepts and – from year 2 onwards, presenting emerging results as they
were delivered. A mix of targeted communication instruments has been used during
year 2 to present the project to relevant and diverse stakeholders. The achievements
from year 2 provide a solid base for enlarging audiences in year 3 and to focus on
demonstrating actual results: from tested concepts to technology solutions and use
case Dapps.
5.1.1 Overall Metrics Summary
During the first two years of the project, Bloomen has made both diverse and large
numbers of communication impressions – from reaching over 1800 industry event
attendees directly, to making 170,000 impressions on Twitter, furthering the volume
of website visits and page views as well as building a targeted subscriber base for
the Email-Newsletter.
Since the start of the project, Bloomen was represented at 32 industry events, which
were attended by around 22,000 participants1. They were principally exposed to the
Bloomen logo or programme entries published on the event’s website. Among those
overall attendees, the project reached over 18001 participants directly with a
speech/presentation, the presence on a panel or at a booth. The larger number of
event participations took place in year 2, with 19 events in one year across diverse
areas: Technology, Blockchain and Media.
The Bloomen Twitter channel (https://twitter.com/bloomenio) performed well in the
second year. Over the first two years it has now reached a total of 17,000
impressions by June 2019. This has to be evaluated in the context of a hyped market
environment, in which it is more difficult to cut through with Blockchain related
social media messages.

1

These are estimates based on information from the organiser or the attending Bloomen partner.
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As of June 2019, the following data can be summarised:




360 Tweets, up from 127 in 2018
403 Accounts Bloomen actively follows, up from 227 Accounts in 2018
139 Followers, up from 81 following accounts in 2018.

Figure 31: Bloomen Twitter Impressions

Below is a summary of the metrics for the Bloomen website. Please note, that due to
the introduction of GDPR rules in Europe we switched the metrics software tools. As
in the first phase we are using Matomo, a widely accepted metrics software, but
under a new domain. As a result, there is a switch in the metrics in February 2019.
After that point the visits, pageviews and other metrics are collected in a new
instance.
Key metrics
Bloomen Website Metics
Visits
Pageviews
Average Time on Website
Outlinks

09/201701/2019
2589
5810
2 min 23s
309
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02/201908/2019
1626
3429
2 min 39s
105

Total
4215
9239
414
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Traffic by type of channel
Channel Type

Actions

Direct Entry
Search Engines
Social Networks
Websites

2264
1258
42
45

Actions
per visit
2.5
1.9
1.4
1.6

Time on
Website
3 min 31s
1 min 35s
12s
1 min 21s

Source: Matomo/Bloomen
Figure 32: Bloomen Website Metrics

The new bi-monthly Email-Newsletter steadily increased its subscriber numbers with
every issue. By early June the publication had reached 45 users. This is a very direct
way to reach interested experts, so the intention is to grow this channel further,
specifically when the pilots go into testing. So far it achieves around 45% unique
opens, which is a positive value and future indicator.

5.2 Objectives for Year 3
It is the goal for Year 3 to focus on promoting Bloomen’s final demo solutions and
services. In addition, the creation of general awareness for the project and its
potential impact will continue. Using the work, materials and connections from year
2, it is planned to extend and deepen industry connections.
Most types of general dissemination activities will continue until the end of the
project, with some receiving more focus if required. After moving towards
exploitation related dissemination during year 3, towards the end of the project there
will be close liaison with T6.2 (Exploitation Activities and Business Plans).

5.3 Planned Activities
5.3.1 Plans for Communication Activities
The activities described below are planned new tasks that go beyond the
continuation of important regular tasks such as the Twitter Channel, Bloomen
Website, Blog Posts, the Newsletter, Scientific Papers and Event Participation.
Further Website Content Updates (Phase 3): It is planned to publish videos and
materials from Bloomen Pitstop and Hackathon Events in the final year in the
website.
Bloomen Use Case and Generic Brochures: This will be either one brochure or
separate postcards - one for each use case and stakeholder group. Content from
these materials may be used for an updated generic promotional flyer.
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Event Participation: Based on Bloomen’s event planning schedule and ongoing
applications, the following events are actively pursued by Bloomen partners after the
end of year 2, for the remainder of 2019. Due to three major use case related events
in June and July 2019, the project is focusing on more technology related
conferences/exhibitions in the second half of 2019. ATC aims to present Bloomen
and the Photo Use Case at “Decentrialised 2019” in Athens, a key conference for the
Bloomen topic in Europe with over 70 speakers and over 1200 attendees from more
than 50 countries. ANT plans to present at InfoCom Cyprus in October 2019.

Figure 33: Upcoming conferences for Bloomen

5.3.2 Plans for Scientific Publications, Collaboration and Standardisation
Scientific Publications: During Year 3 Bloomen scientific partners will pursue
scientific publication activities aiming mainly to open access journals. It is foreseen
to have two such journal publications during the third year of the project in Special
Issues about advances in Blockchain technology of MDPI and Frontiers open access
academic Journals.
Collaboration Cluster Events: In the third year of the project, Bloomen will pursue
participation in wider collaboration cluster events such as Decentralized 2019 Event,
focusing on the Decentralized Academic Track as well:
(https://www.decentralized.com/decentralized-academic-track/).
Collaboration: ICCS/NTUA has identified general collaboration activities with other
universities. One example is the collaboration with the University of Nicosia, which
organised the conference/exhibition "Decentralized 2018" and organises the
upcoming "Decentralized 2019". It is the largest and most in-depth conference of its
kind in Europe. The University of Nicosia has long considered blockchain technology
to be a fundamental technological breakthrough with significant financial and
societal implications and selected it as one of its three interdisciplinary priorities
across all schools and departments. The academic track welcomes research
contributions that arise from various fields of blockchain technology with the
potential of shaping our present and creating alternative futures. It covers broadly
the many aspects of theoretical and applied traits of decentralized ledgers to
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complement the main conference programme of Decentralized 2019. ICCS/NTUA
plans to participate in this conference and take further initiatives for collaboration
with the university of Nicosia.
Standardisation: Partner ICCS/NTUA will further explore standardisation
opportunities and closely monitor key standards in order to identify such
opportunities as in the previous year, such as W3C WoT (Web of Things Working
group), ITU-T GSI (IoT Global Standards IniSmart objects experience description) and
Hyperledger (Hyperledger blockchain project).

6 Conclusion
In view of the diverse activities conducted for this task and overall impact metrics
the project has built a solid foundation in year 2 in order to move into the final year of
the project. There are existing industry connections, plans for the strategic direction
towards exploitation and many impactful activities such as events, scientific papers,
website content and materials. In addition, the general awareness and information
related tasks such as Twitter, Blog Posts and the new Email-Newsletter continue.
The goal for the final year is to communicate Bloomen’s results in the creative
content sector or for specific use cases. The focus will be on showing and
demonstrating the Dapps of the use cases and the underlying Bloomen technology
solutions – alongside general information and explanation of Blockchain concepts
and opportunities in the Media and Creative Industries. In addition, there are
scheduled plans and ongoing preparations for various Bloomen community building
events and pitstop hackathons.
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